VISION CONTROL® MINI
FIRE-RATED DOOR

FAN-SHAPED THUMBWHEEL OPERABLE ON ONE SIDE
VISION CONTROL® MINI FURNISHED FACTORY-GLAZED IN UNICEL'S FIRE-RATED STEEL TRIMS (20 MIN. UL / 60 MIN. BS)
MAXIMUM CUT-OUT DIMENSIONS OF ROUGH OPENING IN DOOR SLAB = 36'' X 79'' (914mm X 2007mm)

NOTE:
ROTATION LIMITED TO APPROX. 115° INSTEAD OF 180°

LOUVERS COME DOWN FROM OPERABLE SIDE

STANDARD FINISHES*   | LOUVERS | DOOR TRIMS
---------------------|---------|---------
DURACRON WHITE K-1285 | ✓       | ✓       
DURACRON GRAY K-20794 | ✓       | ✓       
CLEAR ANODIZED (CLASS B) | ✓       | ✓       |

* OTHER FINISHES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.

1/4" (6mm) CLEAR TEMPERED GLASS
5/16" (8mm) FIRELITE PLUS 20 MIN.
ALUMINUM FAN-SHAPED THUMBWHEEL OPERATOR
VISION CONTROL® MINI PANEL
FIRE GLAZING TAPE
90 MIN. 1/16" X 7/16" (1.6mm X 11.1mm)
CALCIUM SILICATE SETTING BLOCK
18 GAUGE STEEL FRAME
CONTINUOUS INTUMESCENT MATERIAL
PUNCTUAL SPOT WELDS
CONTINUOUS INTUMESCENT MATERIAL
WOOD MINERAL CORE DOOR BY OTHERS
FIRE GLAZING TAPE

VISION CONTROL® MINI PANEL
CONTINUOUS INTUMESCENT MATERIAL
CONTINUOUS INTUMESCENT MATERIAL
CONTINUOUS INTUMESCENT MATERIAL
5/16" (8mm) FIRELITE PLUS 20 MIN.
1/4" (6mm) CLEAR TEMPERED GLASS
ALUMINUM FAN-SHAPED THUMBWHEEL
CUT-OUT BY UNICEL
ALUMINUM FAN-SHAPED THUMBWHEEL
CALCIUM SILICATE SETTING BLOCK
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